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MEETING MINUTES 
BIOLOGY CLUSTER  

August 25, 2020 
 

1pm Virtual Session – ZOOM Format  
 

 
ITEM 1.  Faculty Departures; New Faculty Introductions 
 
 ** special note that Becky Mercer has accepted the administrative liaison position for the new 
“Life Sciences” super-cluster group. This group encompasses Biology, Biotechnology, 
Horticulture, and Environmental Science. Chemistry, Physics, and Electrical Power Technology 
have now been relocated into a new and separate “Physical Sciences” super-cluster group. 
 
 
ITEM 2. District-Added Item (if any):  
 
No District-added items were submitted to the Biology Cluster. 
Item 2 Discussion: NA 
Item 2 Action: NA 
 
 
ITEM 3: BSC 1311 Status Update 
 
Item 3 Discussion: 
BSC 1311 was approved as a new General Education Natural Sciences elective in May 2020. 
The first trial offering of the course was approved for Fall 2020. However, no students signed up 
for this class over the summer, and it was cancelled in mid-August after reporting zero 
enrollments. 
 
There were/are multiple confounding factors that may be preventing students from signing up for 
this new natural sciences elective option, including:   
 
1.) The General Education Program sheet (that lists all valid Gen Ed electives and would now 
include BSC 1311) has not been updated and/or posted for the 2020-2021 year.  
2). Very few of the newly created Careers Pathways Plans (that students now reference in 
selecting their course) are written flexibly enough to offer more than three or four natural science 
elective options against the much larger, full PBSC elective offerings list. Currently, only most of 
the AS degree plans (e.g. Paralegal) are so written with ample student choices. 
3.) No Career Pathways Plans are currently written to include the new BCS 1311 as an elective 
option. This is not intentional, but an artifact as to how the new Career Pathways plans were 
initially created. There is no automatic mechanism at the College set up to update Career 
Pathways plans whenever a new general elective course type is offered. This is a significant 
downgrade over the General Education Program sheet guide that is regularly updated every 1-2 
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years. The new Career Pathways Plans are not set up for annual (or any type of regular) review 
and updating process that an individual cluster/department does not itself initiate.  
4.) Possible Problems with Electronic Course Registration. Some English faculty have reported 
that students may be being blocked from electronic registration for certain courses that they 
should not be blocked from. When a student tries to electronically register for a course that they 
should be allowed to enroll in, the computer system does not allow it.  
5.) COVID-related campus closures. With course advising and course registration being 
temporarily restricted to remote access only, the standard on-campus marketing and advertising  
techniques (e.g. banners, posters, signs, brochures) were unavailable on the campus where the 
trial course offering was planned to be offered. Historically, this has been the primary method 
used to “get a new course off the ground” on the Boca Raton campus. 
 
 
Item 3 Action:  
When a detailed investigation of dozens of AA/AS Career Pathway plans was completed in early 
August, it was found that the vast majority were not set up nor designed to promote student 
choice with their general electives, nor were most Pathways set up or designed to auto-update 
whenever new elective course were added into the PBSC listings. As a result of this alarming 
discovery, many of the academic clusters were sent notifications to their chairs in mid-August. 
This notification took the form of a special request for each cluster to examine its Career 
Pathways plans and to add in or substitute BSC 1311 as a natural sciences general elective 
where appropriate.  
 
A second attempt at a trial offering of BSC 1311 is scheduled for Spring 2021 on the Boca 
Raton campus. However, success of this trial offering relies most heavily on BSC 1311 being 
added into enough of the college’s Career Pathways plans. Currently that number is zero. It is 
hoped that if enough academic clusters choose to update their Career Pathways to reflect the 
current 2020-2021 listings of general electives (and include BSC 1311 as one such option), 
students will be able to see, select, and successfully enroll in BSC 1311 in time for Spring 2021 
registration.   
 
 
Item 4: BSC 1005L – Weird publisher behavior 
 
Item 4 Discussion: The BSC 1005L textbook committee selected to renew its existing textbook 
last Spring, and the Biology Cluster approved the selection in April 2020. However, during the 
fall textbook ordering process, the local Pearson publishing representative notified us that they 
were refusing to print the existing (custom-made) book. They stated that they would only print 
custom books for us that were based off of the *newest* edition textbook.  
 
By refusing to print additional copies of our custom BSC 1005L textbook, the publisher ran 
directly counter to precedent, logic, and longstanding behavior for custom books (especially 
custom books only a few years old). After all, custom-built textbooks only ever have one market 
(the institution that commissions them), they are printed apart from non-custom textbooks, and 
so long as the sponsoring university doesn’t wish to change anything on them, they should be 
“good” for printing for basically forever. The publisher just hits “print” on the existing data file and 
ships us the output. There are few valid reasons for a publisher refusing to continue printing 
custom books for the university that keeps ordering them. 
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Because the communication from the Pearson publishing representative was so bizarre, 
inquiries were made to confirm that the publisher was not miscommunicating its intentions. 
However, again the publishing representative confirmed that they were not going to print any 
more of our custom-project BSC 1005L textbooks. Following this, faculty strongly complained to 
the publisher that they were being unreasonable and short-sighted. Following *those 
complaints*, the publisher then abruptly changed its mind and stated through its representative 
that it would continue supplying PBSC with its existing BSC 1005L textbooks for Fall 2020 
through summer 2021. However, the publisher insisted that *after* summer 2021, they would 
cease printing our existing BSC 1005 custom textbook anymore, unless we created a brand new 
custom-build that was based around the (slightly) newer next edition. Except that that would not 
be a renewal of our existing textbook, but rather a whole new customization project taking up 
unnecessary faculty time and effort. Even the crudest and most basic customization project 
(cutting out chapters) requires faculty to still carefully review the new textbook, because it is a 
*new textbook*. This is especially important for laboratory manual textbooks. When universities 
create custom lab manuals from publisher content, that lab manual is expected to be valid for 
many years, and not be subject at all to marketing pressures from updated “master” editions. 
PBSC currently purchases many customized textbook types that are sourced from older master 
editions (e.g. BSC 1011L). Those other custom textbooks are not being messed with. So what is 
going on with BSC 1005L? Our current custom book is only three years old! 
 
Item 4 Action: Professor Fairbanks will be contacting Pearson Publishing directly to make 
further inquiries. 
 
 
Item 5: Notification: Textbook Committee Sign-Ups are Scheduled for the mid-Fall 2020 
Cluster Meeting.  
 
Item 5 Discussion: No one had any solid information about when (or if) the College would be 
holding its usual mid-semester Cluster meetings. It was decided to break with normal procedure 
and select the textbook committees now instead of in October.  
 
Item 5 Action: Selection of Textbook Committees and Chairs for upcoming review cycle 
A. BSC 1005  
    Members: Walker, Filina, Rudayeva, Miles, Clementz, Christensen 
    Chair: Christensen 
 
B. BSC 1005L 
    Members: Filina, Ammons 
    Chair: Filina 
** special note: this committee is not scheduled to reform for another 3 years. It will only be   
    reformed this year if complications with Agenda Item #4 require it. 
 
C. BSC 1011L 
    Members: Walker, Ammons, Royer, Fairbanks 
    Chair: Ammons 
 
D. BSC 2421  
    Members: Gorgevska, Clementz 
    Chair: Gorgevska  
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Item 6: Transferring OCE 1001 into Biology Cluster 
Nearly all of the OCE 1001 professors now reside in the Biology cluster instead of the Physics 
cluster. Last year, the Physics cluster outsourced its OCE 1001 textbook committee to members 
of the biology cluster. However, this arrangement was difficult to coordinate and lead to the 
current OCE 1001 textbook renewal hanging in limbo. Members of the Physics cluster have 
subsequently been approached to discuss either 1) Transferring OCE 1001 textbook 
oversight to the Biology Cluster, or 2) Transferring all matters pertaining to OCE 1001 to 
the Biology Cluster.  
If the Physics Cluster formally approves either of these motions (they have been requested to 
vote on them at their own cluster meeting), the Biology Cluster would formally need to vote to 
accept and complete the transfer process.  
 
Item 6 Discussion: 
Various questions were asked, mostly pertaining to the OCE 1001 general curriculum (how 
much biology is in it?), what faculty currently teach the course (Filina, Ammons, a handful of 
adjuncts), and when the Physics Cluster was going to vote on this from their end (this week). 
Another question was asked if moving OCE into the Biology Cluster would create any special 
problems for us. The only foreseen extra work would be adding one more textbook to the master 
list, adding one more textbook committee into the rotation (which the OCE professors would 
volunteer to take care of), and handling the usual amount of infrequent administrative 
maintenance needed for another general elective. The OCE professors within the Biology 
Cluster would volunteer to take care of this also.  
 
Item 6 Action:  
Vote to Accept Either/Both Proposals (if so Approved by the Physics Cluster): unanimous  
Votes Against: none 
 
 
Item 7: Common Reader “There is no Planet B”.  
 
Item 7 Discussion:  
Professor Fairbanks will be using this year’s Common Reader book in his BSC 1005 and BSC 
1011 classes. The library is ordering many copies of this book for student use.  
An inquiry was made as to what PBSC policies exist regarding curricular use of Common 
Reader books once they are no longer the “current Common Reader book”.  
 
Item 7 Action: Professor Filina will be contacting the library to inquire about the availability and 
faculty procedures for getting student access to older Common Reader books adopted from 
previous years.  
 
 
Item 8 Other: Note that Professor Allen is retiring in December 2020. 
 
 
MEETING ADJOURN: 2:15pm 
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TEXTBOOK ADOPTIONS – LISTINGS 
   
TEXTBOOK ADOPTIONS for the Academic Year – current. 
Yellow highlights indicate the new selections to be voted upon at NEXT year’s spring 2021 meeting.  
meeting.  
 
BSC1005 - “What is Life?  A Guide to Biology”, 4th edition.   
Author:  Phelan.    Publisher:  W.H. Freeman   
First year adopted: 2018-2019 
 
BSC1005L - “Thinking about Biology, an Introductory Lab Manual”, 5th edition. – customized for PBSC  
Author:  Bres & Weisshaar.  Publisher:  Pearson  
Note: May need to revisit this in Fall 2020; possible problems with publisher 
First year adopted:  2017-2018 (reauthorized for 2020-2021) 
 
BSC1010/1011 – “Campbell Biology”, 12th edition.       
Authors:  Urry, Cain, Wasserman, Minorsky, Orr.  Publisher:  Pearson 
Note: Check with your publisher’s rep if your campus wants to also order the soft cover version separately for Bio 1 
and Bio 2.   First year adopted:  2020-2021 
 
BSC1010L – “Experiments in General Biology 1”, 3rd edition.     
Author:   Hartman.   Publisher:  Hayden-McNeil  
First year adopted:  2014-2015 (reauthorized 2020-2021) 
   
BCS1011L - “Biology Laboratory Manual”, 1st edition., custom PBSC edition    
Authors:   Vodopich & Moore.  Publisher:  McGraw-Hill 
First year adopted:  2018-2019  
 
BSC 1311 - “Marine Biology”, 11th edition 
Authors: Castro, Huber.   Publisher: McGraw-Hill 
First year adopted: 2020-2021 
 
BSC2085/86 – “Visual Anatomy & Physiology”, 3rd edition 
Author:  Martini, Ober, Nath, Bartholomew, Petti.   Publisher:  Pearson   
First year adopted: 2017-2018 (reauthorized 2020-2021) 
 
BSC2085/86Labs – “Visual Anatomy & Physiology Lab Manual” 2nd edition.  – customized for PBSC 
Author:  Sarikas.     Publisher:   Pearson 
First year adopted: 2017-2018 (reauthorized 2020-2021) 
 
BSC2421 – “Principles and Techniques of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology”, 7th edition.   
Author: Wilson & Walker.  Publisher: Cambridge University Press 
First year adopted:  2018-2019 
 
EVR1001 (BSC1050 previously) - “Visualizing Environmental Science”, 5th edition.    
Authors: Hassenzahl, Hager, Berg.  Publisher:  Wiley 
First year adopted:  2017-2018 (reauthorized 2020-2021) 
 
MCB2010 –  “Microbiology: An Introduction” , 13th edition.  
Author:  Tortora, Funke & Case.       Publisher:  Pearson       
First year adopted:  2019-2020 
 
MCB2010L –  “Microbiology Laboratory Theory & Application – customized for PBSC”  
Author:  Leboffe & Pierce.      Publisher:  Morton 
First year adopted:  2019-2020
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Attendance (* indicates absence; ** indicates sabbatical or away on college business)  
 

Last Name First Name/ Init Title Discipline Campus MS 
Allen  Carolyn Prof. Biology BR 44 
Ammons Archie W Dr. Biology BR 44 
Aviles Hernan Dr. Biology LW 56 
Carrasco Emilio Dr, Biology LW 56 
Gharti-Chhetri  Gokarna Dr. Biology LW 56 
Chandramohan Sankaranarayana Dr. Biology LW 43 
Christensen         Cheryl  Dr. Biology LW 56 
Clementz Mark Dr. Biology/Bio Tech PBG 45 
Fairbanks  Tod Dr. Biology/ Horticulture PBG 45 
Filina Joshua Prof. Biology/Env BR 44 
Gorgevska Alexandra Dr.  Bio Tech & Chemistry PBG 45 
Kachlany Matthew Dr. Biology LW 56 
King Nathaniel Prof. Biology PBG 45 
Liang Lee Dr. Biology LW 56 
Miles Jessica Dr. Environmental Science PBG 45 
      
Ray Charlie Dr. Biology PBG 45 
Royer Steven Prof. Biology LW 56 
Rudayeva Yelena Dr. Biology LW 56 
Stashenko Vetaley Dr. Biology BG 43 
Schmidt Sung Ji K Dr. Biology PBG 45 
Volpe Stefania Prof. Biology BR 44 
Walker Candace Prof. Biology/Env BG 43 
      
      
      

          
 
Submitted by: 
 
 

Archie Ammons, Scribe 
 

 
 


